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AVOIDING DAMAGE TO KITCHEN UNIT  AND PERSONAL  BEDROOM BASIN 
VANITY UNIT DOORS 

Our inspections at various properties have shown a potential problem being caused by 
careless use of the draining board and taps on the kitchen sinks  and  misuse of the 
kitchen unit doors   for drying  tea towels and  cloths. 

PLEASE TAKE THE FOLLOWING PRECAUTIONS: 

1. After using the kitchen sink can you ensure that you wipe  dry (with a dry cloth/ tea 
towel)  the small  5-6 cm  section of worktop  behind the sink , between the sink and 
the tiles. Otherwise, water left at the back of the taps in this small section will 
penetrate the worktop where  it meets the wall   and cause considerable damage  by 
causing the laminate to lift off. 

2. After using the kitchen sink can you ensure that you also wipe  dry (with a dry 
cloth/ tea towel) any water which has dripped from the front onto the units and unit 
doors/ drawers and under the front of the worktop (ie the small space between the  
underneath at the  front of the worktop  and the top of the  unit doors/ drawer fronts). 
Otherwise, If water is left on the unit doors/ drawers  and / or  the space between the 
bottom of the worktop and the top of the doors/ drawers they will be damaged. 

3. When using the sink  draining board  ensure that this is NOT overloaded with wet 
plates etc  and that they fit onto the stainless steel surface  with out overlapping the 
sides. Otherwise  if items on the drainer overhang it, this water seeps into the 
worktop where cut out around the sink, again causing the laminate to lift up. 

4. Do not run the kitchen  sink taps  at full pressure  causing excess splashing . [If , 
in more recent installations, your property has  been modified so that the water 
pressure  available  to the kitchen  sink taps has been  lowered , do not try to 



override  this arrangement by  altering  the  pressure settings]. 

5. Never use the kitchen doors  to hang   wet or even damp tea towels (or personal 
washing)   on or over to dry.  In order to comply with this request,  you should 
therefore not hang  these items on  either  any kitchen unit door handles or over the 
top of any kitchen unit door, or other  unit fitting (eg plinth or  cornice). The most 
common abuse of this  is hanging wet tea towels and washing up cloths and kitchen 
rubber gloves on the top of the under sink  unit doors.  This causes considerable  
damage .   The only place suitable to  hang wet  or damp tea towels  is on the glass  
oven door handle. 

6. The  precaution  in  5 above, also applies to the personal washbasin vanity 
unit  doors  in your bedrooms.  Please  do not put wet hand towels or washing  
over the top  or front of  these  doors. 

Important:  If reasonable care is not taken , you may be charged for damage 
arising from failure to reasonably follow these instructions.     

The  photographs below are actual examples  from place homes sites  of   what 
happens to  unit facings  where this advice has been  ignored.  

 

 
 


